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Withholding Payment Regulations –
Confused?
In November 2007 Mohammad Wasim received a prison sentence
of 5 years nine months for his role in what the Inland Revenue
called the biggest horticultural industry tax fraud they had ever
prosecuted. The scheme, carried out between 1 April 2004 and 31
October 2006, involved contractors evading their tax liabilities by
claiming they subcontracted work to another company or having
another company issue an invoice for work completed by their
employees.
The horticultural industry has been the subject of considerable
IRD scrutiny due to it historically being an easy target for tax
evasion. The Withholding Payment Regulations (WPR) currently
require tax to be deducted from payments made to fruit pickers
(individuals and companies). However, prior to 1 April 2006 if
these services were carried out by a company for an orchard
owner, withholding tax did not have to be deducted. Due to this
exemption, companies were setup to carry out the work, with no
withholding tax being deducted from the income earned. The
individuals who set up the companies simply walked away without
the tax being paid. From 1 April 2006 the rules were changed
specifically to counter this scenario. Withholding tax is now
required to be deducted from payments to companies that carry
out work of this nature.
The problem with the WPR is that they can
be confusing, as they appear to overlap the
PAYE rules. This makes it hard to distinguish
whether a WPR tax code or a generic PAYE
tax code should be used. The mechanism
used by an employee to select the correct tax
code is the Inland Revenue form, IR330.

The form itself requires a WPR rate (withholding tax rate) to be
used if a person is operating under a “contract for service” and
“not for salary or wages”, but the form does not explain the distinction. The basis for the distinction lies in the
difference between how employees are taxed versus the self employed. A person employed under a
“contract of service” is an employee and their income is taxed through the withholding of PAYE by their
employer. The self employed on the other hand are employed under a “contract for service” and are
responsible for meeting their own tax obligations as they are required to calculate their income and expenses
and file an income tax return.
Whether a WPR rate or a generic PAYE rate applies will depend on the circumstances under which the
person is to work. The WPR are not relevant if a person is an employee, i.e. the person is employed under a
“contract of service”.
Indications that a person is an employee include an entitlement to annual and sick leave, having set working
hours, no financial risk, and having a high level of control by their “employer”. If a person is an employee and
therefore is receiving a salary or a wage, the WPR do not apply and the generic PAYE rates are followed. If a
person is self-employed the WPR apply and withholding tax must be deducted at the rate of 20%.
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The Importance of a Good Induction Programme
The common cry from employers
today is that finding good staff is
getting harder. Therefore it would
make sense that when new
employees are signed up that their
‘first impression’ when joining the
organisation
is
a
positive,
memorable experience that sets
the scene for a long and productive
working relationship.
A 2006 survey by the United Kingdom human
resources firm Reed Consulting found that 93% of
5,700 UK employees surveyed believed that poor
induction processes had an adverse effect on their
productivity at work. Four percent of respondents
also indicated that a poor or non-existent induction
programme had directly affected their decision to
leave a new job.
So what should employers include in a good
induction programme?
To start with, a good induction programme needs to
be well planned and executed. What information is
important for the employee to receive on the first
day? What can wait? Writing down a formal
programme with dates and times for meetings with
particular people and information sessions on
particular topics will help ensure a smooth induction
process.
It can often be at least one month from accepting a
position until the employee starts work. A friendly
welcoming letter closer to the start date, detailing
what time to arrive, where to park, who to ask for,
what to bring and what the employee

can expect on their first day is a good way to help
set the scene for working at a new organisation. It
always makes a good impression on an employee’s
first day to find that their office space is nicely set
out and that their computer, email and telephone
are all organised. The new employee should be
made to feel that they are a priority. Meetings with
key staff members should be pre-organised and
times kept to. Meetings should be spaced over a
period of time to give the employee time to digest
the information that they will be receiving from a
variety of sources.
Elements of the induction programme should
include:
· meetings with relevant staff, suppliers and
customers
· full health and safety briefing
· outline of initial training organised for the
employee
· what guidance the employee can expect during
the first six months of employment
· setting of initial performance goals
· explanation of and access to the organisation’s
policies and procedures
· expectations on attendance and breaks
· information on any employee benefit schemes.
Remember that induction is a process, not an
event. It takes time for employees to integrate into
their new working environment. A good induction
process will ensure new employees adapt quickly to
the organisation, feel they belong to the
organisation, and that they have become productive
contributors.

Your Business – a Goldmine or a Coffin
There are about 325,000 small to medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) in New Zealand. That’s over 96
per cent of the country’s total number of
businesses.
The average age of business owners in New
Zealand is 58 years old. Forty per cent of them plan
to sell their business in the next five years. That’s
about 130,000 businesses on the block during that
period. Most of them won’t stand up to a great deal
of scrutiny. However some could be potential gold
mines for the right purchaser.
So what are the options for small business owners
who want to fund their retirement by exiting their
business?
To be frank, there are not many. They include:

·
·
·
·
·

prepare it for sale to another business or
would-be
business
owner,
transfer it to the next
generation of the
family,
sell
it
to
the
employees of the
company,
liquidate the assets
of the business, or
sell the shares to the public.

A lot of small business owners hope to have a
family member take over on their retirement. In
practice we find that children increasingly have no
interest in taking over the family business.
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The key to planning for succession is to grow the
business so that it is less dependent on the owner
and more attractive for sale.

the purchaser faces is to make sure the goodwill
they have paid for sticks to the business in the
future.

For buyers there are a number of considerations.

Businesses
looking
for
new
acquisition
opportunities should look for potential acquisitions
closely aligned to their core competencies and to
which they can add value following the purchase.
Follow the old maxim – “stick to your knitting”.
Once they have selected the target they should
follow the right process. That means putting the
right team together to work through the due
diligence process.

It is important to have a good understanding of
what you are buying. This can only be determined
by adhering to a properly structured due diligence
process. Due diligence is a term for a number of
concepts involving either the performance of an
investigation of a business or person, or the
performance of an act with a certain standard of
care.
External advisors can help to make sure that the
process is not hijacked by a desire to complete the
purchase.

Trends of market convergence, the age of many
business owners and difficult market conditions
mean that many businesses will be on the market
over the next five years.

Small businesses often depend on the owner’s
commitment, contacts and history. The challenge

For prospective business owners, who follow the
right process, there will be some nuggets out there.

Tax Changes – Small to Medium Sized Businesses
The Government recently sought submissions on a
range of options that were put forward to reduce
compliance costs for small to medium sized
entities. The options were outlined in a Discussion
Document (published in December 2007) and are
intended to benefit small to medium sized entities
(SMEs) because these
entities
tend to
disproportionately bear the brunt of high tax
compliance costs.
Amendments that will effect the
changes will apply from either 1
April 2009 or 1 April 2010,
depending on the complexity of the
specific change.
The proposed options will be
considered and chosen based on a number of
different factors, including the level of compliance
cost saving, fiscal cost and unintended or
undesirable effects.

Threshold Changes
Some of these options only raise monetary
thresholds, to reduce the numbers of SMEs having
to comply. Threshold changes include:
· where the PAYE paid in the previous year is
$100,000 or less, an employer can file their
PAYE returns monthly and FBT returns
annually; this threshold may be raised to
$250,000
· raising the residual income tax threshold from
$35,000 to $50,000 for individuals to avoid
interest
charges
on
provisional
tax
underpayments

·
·
·

increasing the compulsory GST registration
threshold from $40,000 to $50,000
increasing the turnover threshold for 6 monthly
GST filing from $250,000 to $500,000
increasing the low value trading stock threshold
from $5,000 to $10,000.

Introduction of new thresholds are also being
considered:
· legal fees up to $10,000 per year to
automatically be deductible
· non-deductible entertainment expenses would
not have to be recognised where total
entertainment expenses are less than a
particular amount (e.g. $2,500 – $10,000).
These threshold changes should provide some
relief for SMEs.

Fringe Benefit Tax (FBT) Changes
The FBT rules are often an area where the
compliance cost is relatively high compared to the
tax paid, particularly in the case of motor vehicles.
Currently, types of vehicles that qualify as “workrelated vehicles” are not
subject to FBT if the private
use of the vehicle is
restricted to “home-to-work”
travel
and
“incidental”
private use. It has been
proposed that the “work-related vehicle” concession
be phased out and a “restricted private use”
category be introduced. Basically, this category
would apply to all types of vehicles; however if the
private use of a vehicle is within limits yet to be
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specified, the FBT value would be 10% of the
vehicle’s cost or 18% of the vehicle’s book value
(depending on the method used), as opposed to the
current 20% or 36%, respectively. This change
could be a double edged sword for “work-related
vehicles”. On the one hand this will eliminate the
need to determine if a vehicle qualifies as a “workrelated vehicle”. But on the other hand as “workrelated vehicles” that are still under the current
rules are replaced, new “work-related vehicles”
could be subject to FBT, although at a reduced
rate. This change may lead to the Government
deriving more FBT from vehicles overall.

Miscellaneous Changes
As is the norm in Discussion Documents of this
nature the opportunity is generally taken to tweak or
fine-tune existing rules.
Further miscellaneous proposals include:
· relaxing various provisions relating to GST
invoices to reduce their prescriptive nature, e.g.
removing the need to state the quantity or
volume of the goods supplied
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·
·
·
·

the option to correct errors in a subsequent
return, where the error involves less than $500
of tax
tweaking of the rules relating to the GST ratio
method for paying provisional tax
a reduction in the period of time tax records
must be retained
allowing businesses to assume in certain
circumstances, that contractors subject to the
withholding
payments
regulations
hold
certificates of exemption.

The Government has also used the Discussion
Document process as an opportunity to request
feedback on the low use of the PAYE
intermediaries’ subsidy as well as information
sharing between Government departments to
reduce instances where businesses provide the
same information more than once.
It will be interesting to see what changes come out
of the process; it is expected that some of the
proposals will be introduced in the May 2008
Budget.

Snippets
Student Loan Repayment Threshold
From 1 April 2008 the student loan repayment
threshold will rise from $17,784 to $18,148.
Tax Legislation Enacted
The second major piece of tax legislation
introduced in the 2007 Budget finally received
Royal Assent in December 2007. The passing of
the legislation introduces various changes, some of
which received considerable attention by the media
at the time of the Budget.
Key amendments include:
· the introduction of employer and employee
KiwiSaver tax credits and the requirement for
employers to contribute to an employee’s
KiwiSaver scheme
· the introduction of tax credits for research and
development
· measures to enable a smooth transition to a
30% company tax rate.

Inland Revenue Alerts
The Inland Revenue (IRD) has launched what it has
called an early warning system for tax
professionals. The service is intended to highlight
significant or emerging areas of concern that have
been identified by the IRD. This could involve a
scheme, arrangement or particular transaction. By
fully informing tax professionals of these issues, the
IRD hopes that voluntary compliance will improve
as taxpayers become aware of what the IRD
considers risky.
Most recently the Revenue Alert Service has been
used to express the IRD’s concern over “the family
home” being sold to a Loss Attributing Qualifying
Company (LAQC), which then rents it back to the
family, thus “allowing” what were non-deductible
personal expenses to be claimed for tax purposes.
Depending on the specific facts, the IRD may
consider this tax avoidance.

IMPORTANT GST & PROVISIONAL TAX CHANGES
The Inland Revenue (IRD) are in the process of aligning GST & Provisional Tax Payments.
You will have noticed in recent months that GST payments are due on the 28th of the month
after your GST period ends, rather than the last working day. Please ensure you file on or before the 28th , as
the IRD will be penalising those who pay late. Provisional Tax payments will in most circumstances now be
due the 28th of the month, rather than the 7th. For a few clients this has meant a change to GST filing
frequency or filing months. Please take note of GST periods and due dates on the printed forms you receive
from the IRD. We will continue sending you tax payment letters advising amounts and due dates of your
Provisional and Terminal tax payments. It is preferable that you continue paying via this method, rather than
on your GST returns. This way, we will be able to keep track of your tax obligations more closely, and
minimise the risk of late payments and penalties.
If you have any questions about the newsletter items, please contact me, I am here to help.
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